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Summary. Mathematical optimisation consists of the modelling and solving of optimisation 
problems. Although both the modelling and the solving are essential for successfully 
optimising metal forming problems, much of the research published until now has focussed on 
the solving part, i.e. the development of a specific optimisation algorithm and its application 
to a specific optimisation problem for a specific metal forming process. We propose a 
generally applicable optimisation strategy which makes use of FEM simulations of metal 
forming processes. It consists of a methodology for modelling optimisation problems related 
to metal forming. Subsequently, screening is applied to reduce the size of the optimisation 
problem by selecting only the most important design variables. Finally, the reduced 
optimisation problem is solved by an efficient optimisation algorithm. However, the above 
strategy is deterministic, which implies that the robustness of the optimum solution is not 
taken into account. Robustness is a major item in the metal forming industry, hence the 
deterministic strategy is extended  in order to include noise variables (e.g. material variation) 
in optimisation. This yields a robust optimisation strategy that enables to optimise to a robust 
solution of the problem, which contributes significantly to the industrial demand to design 
robust metal forming processes. Just as the deterministic optimisation strategy, it consists of a 
modelling, screening and solving stage. The deterministic and robust optimisation strategies 
are compared to each other by application to an analytical test function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last decades, Finite Element (FEM) simulations of metal forming processes 
have become important tools for designing feasible production processes. In more recent 
years, coupling FEM simulations to mathematical optimisation techniques evolved to address 
two industrial needs: (i) Designing optimal metal forming processes instead of only feasible 
ones (better products, lower costs); and (ii) Solving problems in manufacturing. 
Mathematical optimisation consists of two major phases: the modelling and the solving of the 
optimisation problem. The modelling phase consists of:  
1. Selecting a number of design variables the user is allowed to adapt; 
2. Choosing an objective function, i.e. the optimisation aim; 
3. Taking into account possible constraints. 
 
The modelled optimisation problem can subsequently be solved using an appropriate 
optimisation algorithm. Modelling and solving are both crucial parts when applying 
optimisation techniques: if the problem is not modelled well, optimisation will not yield an 
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improvement with respect to the industrial metal forming problem; if the algorithm does not 
suit the optimisation model, the problem will not be solved efficiently or not solved at all [1]. 
       In this paper, an optimisation strategy for metal forming processes is proposed that 
addresses both the modelling and the solving part. This “deterministic” optimisation strategy 
is introduced in Section 2. A major item in industrial metal forming is robustness. For 
instance, material variation is causing many costly problems in the metal forming industry. 
Therefore, it is important to take into account the influence of noise variables [2]. The 
“deterministic” optimisation strategy is extended to a “robust” optimisation strategy that also 
takes into account these noise variables. The “robust” strategy is introduced in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we compare deterministic and robust optimisation by their application to an 
analytical test function.  
2. DETERMINISTIC OPTIMISATION STRATEGY 
The proposed optimisation strategy is published in detail in [3]. This section contains a 
summary. 
The strategy consists of three stages: 
1. Modelling the optimisation problem; 
2. Screening to reduce the optimisation problem’s size; 
3. Solving the optimisation problem using an optimisation algorithm 
 
2.1. Modelling 
The first stage is to model the optimisation problem. It is quite a challenge to design a 
structured methodology that is on the one hand applicable to any kind of metal forming 
problem, product and process, but on the other hand yields a specific mathematical 
formulation of the optimisation problem. 
We attempted to overcome this paradox by consulting specialists at several large metal 
forming companies. This resulted in a large number of industrially relevant objectives, 
constraints and design variables. Subsequently, these quantities have been structured using the 
Product Development Cycle [4], which has been applied to metal products and their 
manufacturing processes [3]. The final result of this research is the following 7 step 
methodology: 
1. Determine the appropriate optimisation stage; 
2. Select only the necessary responses; 
3. Select one response as objective function, the others as implicit constraints; 
4. Quantify the objective function and implicit constraints; 
5. Select possible design variables; 
6. Define the ranges on the design variables; 
7. Identify explicit constraints. 
 
Without going into detail, we conclude the modelling stage by emphasising that 
following this 7 step methodology is applicable to any metal forming problem and yields a 
specific mathematical optimisation model, which can subsequently be solved using a suitable 
optimisation algorithm. The 7 step methodology is further demonstrated in Section 5 when it 
is applied to an industrial hydroforming process. 
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Figure 1: Pareto plot 
 
2.2. Screening 
The modelling stage yields a specific optimisation model. However, many design 
variables may be present, which makes the problem time consuming to solve. Additionally, 
discrete design variables may be present, which cannot be solved by the selected optimisation 
algorithm. It is worthwhile to invest some time in reducing the number of design variables and 
removing discrete design variables before applying the optimisation algorithm. This is done in 
the screening stage. 
       For reducing the number of variables, we propose to screen the importance of the design 
variables by applying a Design Of Experiments (DOE) plan. Applying DOE, one cleverly 
selects a couple of combinations of the design variables at which one would like to evaluate 
the responses (objective function and implicit constraint values in case of optimisation). These 
response measurements can subsequently be used to estimate the effect of the design variables 
on the responses. 
        In case of screening, we propose to use a Resolution III fractional factorial DOE strategy 
[5]. Resolution III designs allow for independently estimating the linear effects of the design 
variables on the responses. After having run the corresponding FEM simulations, the linear 
effects can be estimated by applying statistical techniques such as ANalysis Of Variance 
(ANOVA) [5]. The amount and direction of the effect of each variable on each response can 
be nicely displayed in Pareto and Effect plots. An example of a Pareto plot is presented in 
Figure 1. Using these techniques, the variables with the largest effects may be kept in the 
optimisation model whereas the variables having less effect may be omitted. In such a way, 
the amount of design variables may be significantly reduced while maintaining control over 
objective function and implicit constraints during optimisation.   
        Discrete design variables are removed by applying Mixed Arrays [6] that provide a DOE 
for combined continuous and discrete variables. After having run the corresponding FEM 
simulations, one can determine the average response for each level of the discrete variable. 
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Figure 2: Sequential Approximate Optimisation (SAO): (a) Overview;  
(b) Deterministic solving; (c) Robust solving 
        The level providing the lowest average objective function value (mean effect) provides 
the best setting for the discrete design variable. That is, if the objective function is minimised. 
In such a way, a discrete variable may be replaced by its estimated best level, which removes 
the discrete variables from the optimisation model. 
       After screening, the model contains only a few continuous design variables, which can 
subsequently be solved efficiently using an appropriate optimisation algorithm. 
2.3. Solving 
Details on the specific algorithm we developed have been presented in several 
publications, see e.g. [7-9]. An overview of the algorithm is presented in Figure 2(a). It 
comprises a spacefilling Latin Hypercubes Design Of Experiments (DOE) strategy, Response 
Surface Methodology (RSM) and Kriging metamodelling and validation techniques, and a 
multistart SQP algorithm for optimising the metamodels. The algorithm allows for sequential 
improvement of the accuracy and can thus be denoted as a Sequential Approximate 
Optimisation (SAO) algorithm. 
The efficiency of the algorithm has been assessed by comparing it to other optimisation 
algorithms and applying all algorithms to two forging processes, see [10,11]. 
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3. ROBUST OPTIMISATION STRATEGY 
         The robust optimisation strategy differs from the deterministic strategy in the modelling, 
optimisation and evaluation parts. 
         Concerning the modelling, noise variables are included in addition to deterministic 
control variables. For the noise variables, a normal distribution is assumed. For each response 
(objective function or implicit constraint), one now obtains a response distribution (μy,σy) 
instead of a deterministic response value y. As objective function f one can optimise μf, σf , or 
a weighted sum μf ± wσf. If μf or σf are optimised, it is advised to include the weighted sum as 
a constraint: this takes into account process reliability in the optimisation problem. Also other 
constraints g are taken into account as a weighted sum μg ± wσg.
          Figures 2(b) and (c) compare the differences in the optimisation algorithms and 
optimum evaluation for the deterministic and robust optimisation strategies. The  difference in 
optimisation is the determination of the separate metamodels for μy and σy. For this, we 
employ a Single Response Surface technique, which fits one metamodel in both the control 
and noise design variable space, e.g. the following RSM metamodel which is quadratic in the 
design variable space and linear + interaction in the noise variable space [5]: 
 
where y is a single metamodel of a response dependent on the control variables x and noise 
variables z. β0, β, B, γ and Δ denote the fitted regression coefficients and ε is the random error 
term. From Equation 1, one can analytically determine two RSM metamodels for mean and 
variance [5]: 
 
with μy and σy2 the metamodels for mean and variance of the response.  
       When Kriging is employed instead of RSM, an  analytical derivation of μy and σ y is not 
possible. In this case a Monte Carlo Analysis (MCA) is run on the fitted metamodel as shown 
in Figure 2(c). Single Response Surface techniques are a relatively efficient way of robust 
optimisation [5].  
      The difference between robust and deterministic optimisation (see Figure 2) in the 
evaluation of the optimum X* is that, in the deterministic case, this can be done by running 
one final FEM calculation. In case the robustness and reliability need to be assessed after 
optimisation, it is necessary to run an MCA using FEM calculations, which is quite time 
consuming. 
 
4. DETERMINISTIC VS. ROBUST OPTIMISATION 
       The robust optimisation strategy will be compared to the deterministic optimisation 
strategy by application to the analytical test function presented in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) 
presents the contour of this objective function as well as a constraint. The constrained 
deterministic optimisation problem is: 
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For the unconstrained deterministic optimisation model, the constraint g is simply 
omitted. Both the unconstrained and constrained deterministic optima are shown in Figure 
3(b).  
 
 
 
Figure 3: (a) Analytical test function; (b) Contour plot including the optima 
 
The robust optimisation problem is modelled as follows: 
 
Again the unconstrained (g omitted) and the constrained problem have been optimised, 
this time using the robust optimisation strategy. 100 function evaluations have been run for 
each optimisation. Both corresponding optima are again displayed in Figure 3(b). After 
optimisation, the reliability of all optima has been evaluated using an MCA of 20000 function 
evaluations. 
        Figure 4 compares the results of deterministic and robust unconstrained optimisation. 
The scrap rate has been reduced from 0.92% for the deterministic optimum to <<0.005% for 
the robust optimum.  
        The improvement of the robust optimisation strategy with respect to the deterministic 
one is even much more dramatic in constrained cases as depicted in Figure 5. For the 
deterministic optimum, the scrap rate due to violation of the constraint g is 50.3% (Figure 
5(b)). For the robust optimum, Figure 5(d) shows that the scrap rate has been reduced to 0.1%, 
which nicely corresponds to the 3σ reliability level modelled in Equation 4. 
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Figure 4: Response distributions: (a) Deterministic unconstrained optimum;  
(b) Robust unconstrained optimum 
 
 
Figure 5: (a) Deterministic optimum f; (b) Deterministic optimum g;  
(c) Robust optimum f; (d) Robust optimum g; 
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